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Abstract 
In physical information theory elementary objects are represented as correla-
tion structures with oscillator properties and characterized by action. The 
procedure makes it possible to describe the photons of positive and negative 
charges by positive and negative real action; gravitons are represented in 
equal amounts by positive and negative real, i.e., virtual action, and the com-
ponents of the vacuum are characterized by deactivated virtual action. An 
analysis of the currents in the correlation structures of photons of static 
Maxwell fields with wave and particle properties, of the Maxwell vacuum and 
of the gravitons leads to a uniform three-dimensional representation of the 
structure of the action. Based on these results, a basic structure consisting of a 
system of oscillators is proposed, which describe the properties of charges and 
masses and interact with the photons of static Maxwell fields and with gravi-
tons. All properties of the elemental components of nature can thus be traced 
back to a basic structure of action. It follows that nature can be derived from 
a uniform structure and this structure of action must therefore also be the ba-
sis of the origin of the cosmos. 
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1. Introduction 

In physical information theory (PIT), charges, masses, radiation and vacuum are 
represented by three-dimensional structures with four-dimensional fields on a 
correlation space. The correlation space is obtained by Fourier transforming the 
fields representing the elementary object (Lagrange density, commutators of 
communication relations) and forming with the obtained correlations [1] [2], 
under conditions of the Hamilton principle, three dimensional structures of the 
objects. The characteristic property of the obtained structures is the action, 
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represented by four-dimensional commutators of quantum mechanics [3]. On 
the correlation space, the structures of the elementary objects form oscillators; 
the source of the action is described by a three-dimensional μ = 0 oscillator, 
which can generate real positive or negative action, activated virtual action and 
deactivated virtual action, Figure 1. The representation of the μ = 0 oscillator on 
the correlation space can be traced back to the commutators of the communica-
tion relations of quantum mechanics after a back transformation into space-time. 
In the interpretation of the PIT, the action is generated in the μ = 0 oscillator by 
a positive and a negative current flowing during the change of state from the 
creators to the annihilators. The three different structures of the generators of 
action have been discussed in detail in [4] [5].  

The aim of this report is to show that the correlation structures of charges, 
mass, radiation and vacuum can be traced back to a uniform structure of action. 
In [6] it has already been shown that one can construct generators of action that 
simulate the properties of masses. In order to describe masses and charges in the 
context of PIT, masses and charges from a system of oscillators will be con-
structed in this report. We postulate that these systems consist of μ = 0 oscilla-
tors and it is shown that these describe the elementary objects and therefore 
represent a basic structure of nature. The basic structure of the action can there-
fore be regarded as the output of a structure of the prenatal cosmos [7] [8] [9]. 

 

 
Figure 1. Spatial representation of μ = 0 oscillators for a graviton O(−)-X(+) in (A), an O(−)-X(−)-photon of negative 
charge (B), overlapping photons of light O(+) and X(+) in oscillation state Z1 (C) and overlapping photons of light 
O(−) and X(−) in oscillation state Z2 (D). 
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2. Analysis Method 

Previous reports have shown that elementary objects such as photons of static 
Maxwell fields, photons of light, charges, masses and vacuum can be described 
by structures on a correlation space with oscillator properties [4] [5]. Instead of 
describing the elementary objects, e.g., an electron, by a wave function, a distinc-
tion is made between the nucleus of the electron and the photon cloud sur-
rounding it. The nucleus of the electron and its photon cloud are described sep-
arately by correlation structures with oscillator properties. On the basis of the 
description of elementary objects by correlation structures, the interaction be-
tween the static photons of the positive and negative charges and the oscillators 
of the charges will be discussed, as well as between the gravitons and the oscilla-
tors of the mass. 

The photons of the static Maxwell fields are formed by superposition of O and 
X photons with different spins, which in turn are to be considered by superposi-
tion of two parts (1/2) and (0/3) [10]. As an example of a correlation structure of 
a photon of static Maxwell fields, the correlation structure of an O-photon of 
positive charges is represented in the relations (1) 
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The arrows describe the correlations between creator and annihilator; the 
double arrows describe the correlations of the commutators of communication 
relations. Bolt letters are positive, the other letters are negative. The generator of 
the action, Figure 1, is integrated in the μ = 0 cube 0A∂  of the structure in (1). 
Photons of static Maxwell fields are formed by O-X photons, the X photon 
emerges from the O-photon by reversing all correlation directions. The abbrevi-
ations Aµ∂ , Ei and Bi in (1) describe cubes of the form Figure 1; Aµ∂  are the 
unit cubes and Ei- and Bi-cubes describe, by means of their correlations, the 
electric and magnetic fields. All cubes are obtained from the trace of the ener-
gy-momentum tensor of the Maxwell fields. Within the framework of PIT, the 
gravitons can also be described by O-X structures with the help of the 
four-dimensional vector potential. Details are discussed in [4].  

In the O-X photons of static Maxwell fields, four planes formed by currents 
are superimposed, which together form a three-dimensional structure, which af-
ter superposition of the currents consists of two planes: from a creator plane, 
which contains the sources of currents, and from an annihilator plane, into 
which the currents flow during a change of state. The oscillation of the photon 
occurs by flowing the currents from all creators of a creator plane to the annihi-
lators in the annihilator plane and after completion of the oscillation state all 
creators convert into annihilators and vice verse. The μ = 0-unit oscillator 0A∂  
generates real positive or negative action by two currents with different signs 
and different directions of circulation. In gravitons, activate virtual action is 
generated; for gravitons the two oscillators O and X have the same magnitude 
and different signs of action. The Maxwell vacuum consists of structures com-
parable to (1) [11], whose photons contain deactivated virtual action, in that the 
currents between creator and annihilator have different signs of the currents but 
the same direction of circulation; and delete each other in this way. By trans-
forming the correlations of the unit oscillators back into space-time, it is shown 
that they form the commutators of quantum mechanics that generate positive, 
negative or vanishing action. In the following representations we consider the 
currents in the photons of the static Maxwell fields, which are formed in the two 
planes of the photons by the two four-dimensional commutators of oscillators O 
and X. We consider separately the currents formed by the correlations of the two 
commutators of oscillators O and X (and their extension by spin correlations) 
and the currents formed by additional present spin correlations and then supe-
rimpose both structures for an interpretation of the oscillation behavior of the 
correlation structures of Maxwell photons and their interaction with the oscilla-
tors of charge and mass.  

In the subsequent analysis of the interaction between the static O-X photons 
and the proposed mass and charge oscillators, we assume that both the structure 
and the properties of the photons are forced by the Hamilton principle; this 
means that all structures are formed under the condition of minimizing the ac-
tion. In PIT, the Hamilton principle is effective by minimizing the action in the 
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formation of correlation structures and in the interaction between them through 
three types of interactions: superposition (overlap), entanglement and induction 
[4].  

From the correlation structures of the photons of static Maxwell fields, the 
positive and negative currents, separately caused by the correlations of the 
commutators and by the spin correlations, are determined. An example shows in 
Figure 2 the currents of an O-X photon of the static Maxwell fields with wave  
 

 
Figure 2. Spatial representation of currents in the correlation structure of a static photon W1β 
= OZ1(−)-XZ1(+) with wave properties. Positive currents are marked by continuous lines and 
negative currents by discontinuous lines, positive action marked by squares, negative by cir-
cles. 
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properties in its oscillation state W1β. All structures of the currents discussed 
below are determined from the correlation structures of the Maxwell photons 
according to (1), which have already been determined elsewhere [4] [12]. To 
simplify the representation in Figure 2 and in the following figures, all compo-
nents of the vector potential in (1) are omitted, the correlations are represented 
only by arrows, and also the cubes, Figure 1, only by their positive and negative 
currents. Positive currents are represented by continuous lines and continuous 
arrows, and negative currents are represented by discontinuous lines and dis-
continuous arrows. As everywhere in this discussion, the currents run from a 
creator in the creator plane of the correlation structure through the cubes to an 
annihilator in the annihilator plane. Positive creators generate a positive current 
to a negative annihilator and negative creators generate a negative current to a 
positive annihilator. The currents always flow from a creator plane over the 
cubes, mediated by correlations of partial derivations of the vector potential in 
the cubes, along three spatial directions of the cubes, into the annihilator plane. 
This currents flow determines the structures of the Maxwell photons and, as will 
be shown, also the structures of the charge and mass oscillators. 

3. Analysis of Currents in Photons of Static Maxwell Fields  
and in Gravitons 

To describe the properties of the photons of the charges, the gravitons and the 
vacuum, there are two different types of O-X-photons that oscillate in two states. 
Each O- or X-photon of static Maxwell fields have a structure, like the relations 
in (1) and oscillate in two oscillation states Z1 and Z2. Each O-X-photon is 
formed from ten sets { }, 0,1, 2,3Aµ µ =  of the vector potential and of sixteen 
cubes like Figure 1, representing the unity cubes and the Ei and Bi fields. The 
two parts (1a) and (1b), which in following called (1/2) and (0/3) parts must be 
overlapped to form an O- or X-photon and a static O-X-photon is formed by 
overlapping the two photons O and X. In following the currents generated by the 
μ = 0 oscillators in the two O-X-photons for each property in their two oscilla-
tion states will be analyzed. 

3.1. Currents in the Correlation Structures of Static Photons with  
Wave Properties 

The wave properties of the static Maxwell photons exist in two photons O and X 
which oscillate with different contributions of the two signs of action in the μ = 3 
oscillator. For wave properties they are formed by the following structures: W1α 
= OZ1(+)-XZ1(−), W2α = OZ2(+)-XZ2(−), W1β = OZ1(−)-XZ1(+) and W2β = 
OZ2(−)-XZ2(+), where the sign in brackets indicates the sign of the action in the 
μ = 3 oscillator and the two oscillation states of the O and X photons are de-
scribed by Z1 and Z2. The correlation structures of static photons with wave 
properties are shown in [4] [12].  

Figure 2 shows the currents generated in the static photons with wave prop-
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erties in the state W1β
1 for the commutator- and spin-correlations. Since each of 

the above states W1α, W2α, W1β and W2β leads to a structure comparable to state 
W1β, only examples are reproduced here; in following the discussion refers to all 
four states.  

Based on the representation of the currents, it becomes clear that always two 
currents comprise four cubes; in general, it is a positive and a negative current. 
This applies to both commutator correlations and spin correlations. Four of the 
16 cubes of a photon of static Maxwell fields always form a unit. At the outer 
corners of the unit, positive and negative currents overlap leading in the vertical 
correlations from the creator plane to the annihilator plane. The static photon 
consists of five such units; each unit comprises four cubes connected to each 
other by two currents. The peripheral four-cube blocks (in following called four- 
blocks) of the photon are each superimposed with a cube of the central four- 
block, in which the four unit-cubes are contained (compare (1)). In this way, 
generated by the μ = 0 oscillators, the current flows simultaneously between the 
states from all creators of the creator plane (in Figure 2 from bottom to top) to 
the annihilators of the annihilator plane and by superimposing the correlations 
in the unit-cubes, information is transmitted to the other four-blocks. 

The spatial currents for commutator and spin correlations for the four states 
W1α, W2α, W1β and W2β of the static photons with wave properties are deter-
mined. In Figure 2, the current curve for W1β is shown as an example. For each 
of the four states of the photons the currents are superimposed in the correlation 
structure of the static photons; they have in commutator- and spin-correlations 
the same direction, and they are simultaneously supplied with currents by the 
two μ = 0 generators of the action of photons O and X during oscillation. Equal-
ly directed currents with the same sign of the currents superimpose construc-
tively and with different signs destructively. The following discussion always 
takes place in the rest frame, in which, under the conditions of the Hamilton 
principle, all sources of action have the same amount of action and thus equal 
amounts of currents. Two different photons with wave properties are always 
formed simultaneously in each oscillatory state. At the same time, the two states 
are formed, which have the same direction of correlations: W1α and W2β are 
formed simultaneously in one state and W1β with W2α in the other state. Under 
these conditions for the four structures of static photons with wave properties, 
overlapping the currents of the commutator- and spin-correlations, gives the 
following results (Table 1): 
○ W1β: (Figure 2) The μ = 0 oscillators O and X both are positively activated, 

in μ = 3 the X-oscillator is deleted by spin correlations and O remains posi-
tively activated. The transversal oscillators are deleted. The μ = 0-four-block 
remains activated, the four-block adjacent to the μ = 3 cube is activated with 
a positive current. The transverse four-blocks are deleted.  

 

 

1Each of the properties of photons and gravitons includes four structures of the form Figure 2. In 
order not to overload this report with images, only one of these structures is shown in figures and 
the properties of all four structures are discussed. All four structures belonging to a property are 
contained in a new appendix 11 of [4]. 
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Table 1. Sign of action in μ-cubes and in four-blocks for wave properties of static pho-
tons. (“+” positive action, “−” negative action, “0” action deleted, “±” and “  ” positive 
and negative currents). 

 O X O X O X four-block 

 μ = 0 μ = 0 μ = 3 μ = 3 μ = 1, 2 μ = 1, 2 μ = 0 μ = 3 μ = 1, 2 

W1β + + + 0 0 0   + 0 

W2α − − 0 − 0 0 ± + 0 

W1α + + + 0 0 0 ± − 0 

W2β − − 0 − 0 0   − 0 

 
○ W2α, both μ = 0 oscillators O and X are negatively activated, in μ = 3 the 

O-oscillator is deleted, and X remains negatively activated. The transverse 
oscillators are deleted. The μ = 0 four-block remains activated, the four-block 
adjacent to the μ = 3 cube is activated with a positive current. The transverse 
four-blocks are deleted.  

○ In W1α, both μ = 0 oscillators O and X are positively activated, in μ = 3 the 
X-oscillator is deleted and O remains positively activated. The transverse os-
cillators are deleted. The μ = 0 four-block remains activated, the four-block 
adjacent to the μ = 3 oscillator is activated with a negative current. The 
transverse four-blocks are deleted.  

○ In W2β, both μ = 0 oscillators O and X are negatively activated, in μ = 3 the 
O-oscillator is deleted, and X remains negatively activated. The transversal 
oscillators are deleted. The μ = 0 four-block remains activated, the four-block 
adjacent to the μ = 3 cube is activated with a negative current. The transversal 
four-blocks are deleted. 

From this follows:  
○ W1β and W2α have parallel equally directed currents, are emitted simulta-

neously and form a unit by superposition, whereby the μ = 0 oscillators are 
deleted, for μ = 3 the oscillators O(+) and X(−) remain activated with oppo-
site sign. When W1β and W2α are superimposed, the μ = 0-four-block is de-
leted and two positive currents are formed in the μ = 3 four-block.  

○ W1α and W2β have parallel and equally directed currents and are emitted si-
multaneously, the μ = 0 oscillators are deleted, for μ = 3 the oscillators O(−) 
and X(+) remain activated with opposite sign. When W1β and W2α are supe-
rimposed, the μ = 0 four-block is deleted and two negative currents are 
formed in the μ = 3 four-block.  

Conclusions:  
This analysis is represented in Table 1. The two states W1β and W2α as well as 

W1α and W2β caused by overlapping of the single photons are each activated 
only in the μ = 3 oscillator with positive action in O and negative in X, and the 
associated four-blocks have opposite sign of currents. In W1β & W2α all other 
currents are deleted. Similar the state W1α & W2β and the corresponding 
four-blocks are deleted in μ = 0 and O and X have different signs in μ = 3, again 
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positive in O and negative in X; the four blocks for μ = 3 in W1β & W2α are posi-
tive and for W1α & W2β are negative. When both states interfere, all currents are 
extinguished; the interference occurs with the μ = 3 four-blocks, which represent 
the E-fields (compare (1)): the two structures W1α & W2β and W1β & W2α form 
the wave properties of the material waves2. 

The formation of the states with wave properties takes place under the condi-
tion of the Hamilton principle: all currents are erased except those in the μ = 3 
oscillators. The movement takes place in μ = 3 direction and is also a conse-
quence of the Hamilton principle: by propagating the wave in the direction of μ 
= 3, the action is minimized, because the two successive states have opposite sign 
of the action. The interaction with the charge oscillators in wave properties will 
be investigated in more detail below. It leads to the modification of these results. 

3.2. Currents in the Static Photons with Particle Properties 

As the previous work shows [13], with an inelastic interaction (exchange of real 
action) the oscillation behavior of the static photons changes and the wave 
properties change into particle properties. The state in which information is ab-
sorbed in the form of a four-dimensional delta of the communication relations 
in the oscillators of charges and the mass is called the exchange state, the fol-
lowing state, in which the absorbed information is processed in the oscillators of 
mass and charge, and in which the information in the photon cloud is reab-
sorbed, is called particle state. In the particle state, the interaction also takes 
place in the photon cloud with photons of an interaction partner to form the 
delta of the information. The information absorbed in the photon cloud in the 
particle state is transmitted to the charge/mass oscillator in the exchange state. 
We want to investigate this process in connection with the charge/mass oscilla-
tors below.  

The particle properties are formed by the photons of particle by O(+)-X(+), 
for anti-particle by O(−)-X(−), where the sign in brackets describe the sign of 
action in the μ = 3 oscillator3. In contrast to the wave properties, where there are 
two similar oscillation states for each of the two types of photons, the two oscil-
lation states are fundamentally different in the particle properties of particles 
and anti-particles: one state the exchange state is deactivated and the other state 
has real action, which forms the charge in the photon cloud, forms the electric 
fields and causes the exchange of real action. At the same time, with the ab-
sorbed delta of information, a change in the action and a change in canonical 

 

 

2Wave propagation occurs by induction: in one oscillation state together with the forming action, 
e.g. in state W1, the following state W2 is formed in vacuum; with transition of W1 into W2, the 
state in vacuum W2 is converting into state W1 and currents flow into this state. From this follows 
that both successive oscillation states have the same current directions, but different current signs 
[14]. 
3Quantum mechanics distinguish the sign of charges by the μ = 0 oscillator [15]. The static photons 
have in particle state always different signs in their longitudinal oscillators. In PIT the sign of the μ = 
3 oscillator characterize the sign of the charge, because the sign of the μ = 3 oscillator is for the 
charge oscillators in both oscillation states the same, while the μ = 0 oscillator oscillate in the sign 
between the states. 
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momenta takes place [13]. How these structural properties of static photons with 
particle properties enable an interaction of the elementary objects, have already 
been analysed in connection with their interaction with the scalar oscillators [4] 
[13], and will now be discussed again below in interaction with the charge and 
mass oscillators.  

The structure of the currents in the static photons with particle properties is 
illustrated by the example of the exchange state of the particle in Figure 3. The 
evaluation of all four structures (two states for particles and two for anti-particles) 
of the static photons with particle properties leads to the following results: 

 

 
Figure 3. Spatial representation of currents in the correlation structure of photons in par-
ticle properties of a particle OZ1(+)-XZ1(+) in exchange state Z1. Positive action marked 
by squares, negative by circles. 
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Currents in the static photons with particle properties  
Exchange states 
Particle Z1, anti-particle Z2:   

○ All four μ-oscillators are positive in the currents of commutator correlations 
of particle. They are all erased by the spin correlations with opposite sign.  

○ Currents of commutator correlations in all four μ-oscillators are negative of 
anti-particle. They are all erased by currents of the spin correlations with 
opposite sign.  

○ In the four-blocks, all currents of commutator correlations are erased by the 
overlapping spin correlations.  

○ All currents and all sources are erased in the exchange state of particle and 
anti-particle. 

Particle states  
Particle Z2:  

○ The two μ = 0 oscillators O and X in the μ = 0 generator of the action are 
negative. They are superimposed by the currents of spin correlations with the 
same sign.  

○ The two μ = 3 oscillators O and X are both positive. The O oscillator is de-
leted by spin correlations.  

○ The O and X oscillators in the transverse cubes are all positively activated in 
the commutator correlations, but are deleted by superposition with spin cor-
relations.  

○ The currents in the longitudinal four-blocks are activated by superposition 
with spin correlations. The longitudinal four-blocks are forming the E-fields 
of positive charges [10].  

○ The currents in the transverse four-blocks are deactivated by superposition 
with the currents of the spin correlations. 

Anti-particle Z1:  
○ The two μ = 0 oscillators O and X in the μ = 0 generator of the action are 

positive. They are superimposed by the currents of spin correlations with the 
same sign.  

○ The two μ = 3 oscillators O and X are both negative. The O oscillator is de-
leted.  

○ The O and X oscillators in the transverse cubes are all negatively activated in 
the commutator correlations, but are each deleted by superposition with spin 
correlations.  

○ The currents in the longitudinal four-blocks are activated by superposition 
with spin correlations. They are activated with opposite sign compared to the 
particle in the particle state. The longitudinal four-blocks form the E-fields of 
negative charges, and the transverse four-blocks, which are deleted during 
the formation of the electric fields, form the B-fields [10].  

○ In electric properties the currents in the transverse four-blocks are deacti-
vated by superposition with the currents of the spin correlations. 
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Conclusions:  
The exchange states in particle Z1 and in anti-particle Z2 are completely 

erased and therefore satisfy the Hamilton principle of minimizing the action. 
The results for the particle state of particle properties are summarized in Table 
2. In the particle state the μ = 0 oscillators of the two O- and X-oscillators are ac-
tivated: negative in the particle in Z2 and positive in the anti-particle in Z1. The 
O-μ = 3 oscillator is deleted, X remains positive for μ = 3 for particle and nega-
tive for the anti-particle in the O-oscillator. The longitudinal four-blocks form-
ing the E-fields are activated in particles and anti-particles with different signs. 
The formation of electric fields occurs by activation with real action of the lon-
gitudinal parts of the particle state for particle and anti-particle with different 
signs. The transverse cubes and the transverse four-blocks are deleted, they form 
the B-fields in magnetic interactions [10]. 

The particle states satisfy the Hamilton principle: The particle states are acti-
vated by interaction in different states by superposition. The longitudinal oscil-
lators have opposite signs: the μ = 0 oscillator is negative for the particle Z2, pos-
itive for the anti-particle Z1, the μ = 3 oscillator is positive for the particle, nega-
tive for the anti-particle. The transverse oscillators are deleted. The currents in 
the four-blocks of particles and anti-particles always superimpose destructively. 
In the case of interactions of photons of positive and negative charges with equal 
amounts of action completely extinguish each other. The discussion takes place 
in the rest frame without the influence of the interaction with the charge oscilla-
tors. The interaction with the charge oscillators in particle properties will be in-
vestigated below. This interaction leads to modification of the properties.  

3.3. Structure of Currents of the Deactivated Maxwell Vacuum 

The Maxwell vacuum in the PIT consists of a superposition of the structures of 
the gravitons and of the deactivated virtual vacuum, which is the carrier of the 
elementary objects and mediator of the information between them, but is not ac-
tively involved in the interaction. The gravitons have the same structure as the 
deactivated virtual vacuum; they consist of the superposition of O and X pho-
tons with equal amount of real positive and negative action. At this point, only 
the currents of the deactivated virtual vacuum will be briefly presented. The 
structure of gravitons is discussed in the context of their interaction with the os-
cillators of the mass. 
 
Table 2. Sign of action in the particle states of particle and anti-particle. (“+” positive ac-
tion, “−” negative action, “0” action deleted, “±” and “  ” positive and negative currents).  

 O X O X O X four-block 

 μ = 0 μ = 0 μ = 3 μ = 3 μ = 1, 2 μ = 1, 2 μ = 0 μ = 3 μ = 1, 2 

particle Z2 − − 0 + 0 0 ± ± 0 

anti-particle Z1 + + 0 − 0 0     0 
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The deactivated virtual vacuum has a structure comparable to static photons; 
the cubes form, as with static photons, four-blocks. This is shown in Figure 44. All 
four unit-cubes contain deactivated virtual action in the central four-block of the 
vacuum-photon. As a result, their oscillations are also distinguished from each 
other by superimposing positive and negative creators and positive and  
 

 
Figure 4. Spatial representation of currents in the correlation structure of Maxwell vacuum, 
state V1β. 

 

 

4The structure of the vacuum is shown here in an optimized representation in which all currents are 
extinguished. This is because all four unit-cubes were chosen according to a uniform pattern by cur-
rents of the same direction of circulation and with different signs. However, the unit cubes with 
deactivated action can be represented in two different ways; the action then remains deactivated, but 
not all currents are extinguished. This less ordered state should prevail in the real Maxwell vacuum. 
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negative annihilators; this deletion of creators/annihilators guarantees the inde-
pendence of the four coordinates. The currents of the spin and commutator 
correlations in the peripheral four-blocks superimpose destructively in the lon-
gitudinal and transverse oscillators. This has an influence on the propagation of 
light, static photons and gravitons in vacuum: the currents of the transverse os-
cillators of the photons of light already flow into the correlation structures of the 
photons of the deactivated vacuum, Figure 11, when a state of the activated 
photons is formed. As with all other Maxwell photons, all currents are directed 
from a creator to an annihilator plane in vacuum. The photons of the deacti-
vated vacuum can therefore continue by induction in space-time, similar to 
those of the other Maxwell photons. They then carry only structural informa-
tion; their movement is therefore not subject to the conditions of the special 
theory of relativity [4]. 

An analysis of vacuum photons with deactivated action yields:  
Properties of the currents of deactivated vacuum   

○ There are two different photons of deactivated vacuum, which oscillate in 
two states. The two variants of photons are derived from the photons with 
wave properties. Each of the four states ideally (all commutators formed in 
the same way) contains all currents deleted by superposition of the commu-
tator and spin correlations.  

○ In the central four-block all four μ-oscillators of O- and X-photons are sepa-
rated from each other, so that each of the four coordinates of the vacuum is 
independent of all other coordinates.  

○ The four peripheral four-blocks each contain a positive and a negative cur-
rent; the currents are extinguished by superimposing the commutator corre-
lations with the spin correlations.  

○ The two states of the vacuum variants can continue in the direction of vertic-
al correlations, whereby the superimposed creator and annihilator planes 
completely annihilate each other. This also applies to the central four-block.  

○ V1α and V2β as well as V1β and V2α have synchronized vertical correlations 
and can superimpose.  

○ From the states with ideal formation of the commutator correlations, deviat-
ing states can be formed, in which the μ-unit-cubes are still deleted, i.e., do 
not produce an activated action, but which nevertheless have zero different 
currents in four-blocks.  

○ In addition to the photons of the static Maxwell fields, the photons of dy-
namic Maxwell fields (of light) also form deactivated vacuum. Their interac-
tion with the static vacuum corresponds to the interaction of the photons of 
the light with the vacuum (see below) [11].  

Conclusions:  
The deactivated vacuum is only indirectly involved in the interaction by being 

the carrier of elementary objects and of information. Each of the unit cubes in 
the central four block are separated between each other: the deactivated vacuum 
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defines the independents of the four μ-coordinates. 

3.4. Structure of the Currents in the Magnetic Photons 

The magnetic photons are formed by superposition of equally directed currents 
in the two photon parts (1/2) and (0/3) in both photons O and X and by su-
perposition of the two different states with different signs of action in the μ = 3 
oscillator, in forming the following states: M1 = OZ1(+)-XZ2(−) and M2 = 
OZ2(−)-XZ1(+) or E1 = OZ1(−)-XZ2(+) and E2 = OZ2(+)-XZ1(−) [4]. In both 
parts and in both photons, the current directions are equally directed with dif-
ferent signs of the current. In the rest frame, all currents are extinguished. The 
structure of the photons consists, as with the other photons of static fields, of 
five four-blocks. In order not to overload the representation by structures at this 
point, the interaction of the magnetic photons with the charge oscillators will be 
investigated elsewhere; with the participation of scalar oscillators, this is already 
described in [4].  

3.5. Structure of Graviton Currents 

In the context of PIT, the gravitons, i.e., the photons that interact with the mass, 
can be represented by static Maxwell fields. Their characteristic property is that 
they consist of two photons O and X with the same amount of action but differ-
ent sign of action. The same amount of action arises under the conditions of the 
Hamilton principle. Within the framework of the PIT, the two gravitons O(+)- 
X(−) and O(−)-X(+) should exist in two states. Their correlation structures cor-
respond to those of the O-X photons of the static Maxwell fields. In the follow-
ing, we discuss the currents in the four states of gravitons using the example of 
the state G1β of the graviton O(+)-X(−), Figure 5:  

Analysis of graviton currents   
○ There are two gravitons O(+)-X(−) and O(−)-X(+), which oscillate in two 

states with opposite sign of action and opposite circulation direction of the 
currents.  

○ All four unit-cubes are activated with the two oscillators O and X; O and X 
have currents with opposite signs and equal amounts of action. They form an 
activate virtual action. (The virtual action is active because it is exchanged in 
interactions [5]).  

○ All five four-blocks are activated in the currents with the same signs of the 
current. The currents have in both parts that by commutators and that by 
spin correlations the same direction but with opposite sign of the current. 
With the superposition of the commutator and spin-correlations the currents 
extinguish.  

○ In all states of the gravitons, all currents are completely extinguished by su-
perposition of the commutator- and spin-correlations.  

Conclusions:  
In the context of PIT, the gravitons can be represented by means of the static 

photons using the four-dimensional vector potential. They are characterized by  
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Figure 5. Spatial representation of currents in the correlation structure of gravitons; gra-
viton G1β. 
 
activate virtual action; all currents in the correlation structures are extinguished. 
All four states completely satisfy the conditions of the Hamilton principle. The 
activation of the gravitons occurs by separating and simultaneously absorbing 
the positive and negative parts of the virtual action during the interaction [4] 
[5]. 

3.6. Structure of Currents in Photons of Light 

The correlation structure of the photons of light differs considerably from the 
correlation structure of the photons of the static Maxwell fields. The photons of 
light separately form O and X photons, which differ by different spin direction 
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[14]. However, the correlation structure of light forms a similar structure of 
currents, which are divided into four-blocks. Figure 6 shows the currents in an 
elliptically polarized O-photon with wave properties in the oscillation state Z1. 
Each of the four four-blocks contains a positive and a negative circulating cur-
rent that connects the four cubes to each other, and each four-block is connected 
to two other four-blocks by a common unit-cube. In the example Figure 6, the 
upper layer is the creator plane and the lower plane is the annihilator plane. The 
photon moves from top to bottom in the drawing; all currents (characterized by 
two parallel vertical correlations) flow from the creator to the annihilator plane 
when the state changes. The structures of the currents of photons of light with 
particle properties are comparable to those with wave properties [14]. 

In addition to the interaction of Maxwell photons with charge oscillators, the 
interaction of photons with vacuum is of particular interest. Both interactions 
have in common that they interact with each other under the conditions of the 
Hamilton principle, through superposition, entanglement or induction. The in-
teraction with the vacuum can be demonstrated using the example of the loco-
motion of the photon of light in a vacuum [4]. As the representation of the cur-
rents of the elliptically polarized photon with wave properties shows, all currents 
from a common creator plane, under the control of the μ = 0 oscillator, run si-
multaneously in a common direction to the annihilator plane. The interaction of 
the photon with the deactivated vacuum is based on the fact that, on the one 
hand, the photon is already embedded in the deactivated vacuum and, on the 
other hand, that as a result of the flow of the currents in a uniform direction, 
under the conditions of the Hamilton principle, the following structure of the 
following state forms simultaneously. With the formation of the structure of the  
 

 
Figure 6. Spatial representation of currents in the correlation structure of an elliptically 
polarize O-photon in oscillation state Z1. 
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photon following its annihilator plan, the oscillation continues not within the 
structure of the photon, but under the flow of the current in the newly formed 
structure of the following state. The special feature of all Maxwell photons is this 
inductive continuation of the photons in vacuum, which takes place on the flow 
of the currents in the vertical direction of the structure, while the structures of 
the charge and mass oscillators, still to be discussed, oscillate in themselves, be-
cause they have both active creators and active annihilators in both planes of the 
oscillator and the currents flow simultaneously in all four vertical directions 
during oscillation, canceling each other (see below). 

Results on the analysis of currents in the correlation structure of photons of 
light:   
○ The correlation structure of the photons of light contains four four-blocks, 

each overlapping with two of its four cubes.  
○ Only the longitudinal cubes with opposite sign of action in μ = 0 and μ = 3 

oscillator are activated, the transverse cubes are deactivated like the deacti-
vated vacuum. (This is in contradiction to the theory of S.N. Gupta and K. 
Bleuler [16])  

○ In the elliptically polarized photon, the currents of all four four-blocks are 
activated with a positive and a negative current.  

○ In all cubes, the vertical currents point in the direction of movement.  
Conclusions:  
The correlation structure of light differs considerably from that of static pho-

tons. Only the longitudinal oscillators with real action with opposite sign are ac-
tivated: each state always contains the longitudinal oscillators with opposite sign 
of action. The photon of light satisfies the Hamiltonian principle in that the two 
successive states have opposite signs of the action in the two longitudinal oscil-
lators.  

4. Formation of Structures for Charge- and Mass-Oscillators 

With reference to the correlation structures of scalar oscillators interacting with 
the photons of static Maxwell fields, a model of an oscillator was discussed in [6] 
that simulates the oscillator properties of masses in non-relativistic and relativis-
tic acceleration ranges. From the point of view of PIT, charges and masses con-
sist of a multitude of oscillators that oscillate together with the photons of the 
static Maxwell fields and with the gravitons and exchange and store information 
in interactions. 

4.1. Correlation Structure for Charge and Mass Oscillators 

Figure 7 shows a charge and mass oscillator, which consists of a sequence of 
elementary μ = 0 oscillators. Four commutators were attached to each cube of 
the oscillator (two O-X oscillators), two of which describe positive and two neg-
ative action. Each of the four commutators describes real action in that the cur-
rents have different circulation directions and different signs. The signs of the  
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Figure 7. Spatial representation of the basic structure consisting of μ = 0 oscillators in two 
oscillation states; currents generating positive action are marked by squares, currents of 
negative action are marked by circles. 

 
currents are, as in the other figures, characterized by continuous and disconti-
nuous lines for positive and negative currents. From the sign of the currents and 
their direction of circulation one can determine the sign of the action. For easy 
interpretation of the figure, the signs of the currents generating the action are 
additionally marked by squares for positive action and by circles for negative ac-
tion. If one uses the formation of the action according to the already discussed 
pattern, in which the currents flow from a creator of the creator plane over the 
three directions in the cubes to the annihilator plane, then one obtains the fol-
lowing properties for the system of action generators in its two states: 

Formation of the basic structure 
Analysis of mass and charge oscillators, Figure 7:   

○ The mass and charge oscillators consist of a sequence of μ = 0-unit-cubes; 
each cube is occupied with four activated μ = 0 commutator correlations, of 
which two generate positive and two negative action. It is assumed that in the 
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rest frame, the positive and negative action in the overall system has the same 
amount (Hamilton principle).  

○ Four unit-cubes form a four-block, which consists of equal positive or nega-
tive currents. There is one type of four-blocks associated with positive and 
one type associated with negative currents. Positive and negative four-blocks 
are each superimposed with two unit-cubes. The two different four-blocks 
play an important role in the interaction between static photons and gravi-
tons with the basic structure; the two different four-blocks are depicted in 
Figure 8 in their two oscillation states.  

○ In each cube, two equal circulating currents with the same signs occupy a 
vertical plane; two planes with opposite direction of circulation and opposite 
sign of the current lie opposite in each cube.  

○ The vertical planes with purely positive and purely negative currents form a 
continuous current in the creator- and in the annihilator plane; the currents 
in the two planes have the same sign and are directed in opposite directions. 
Two rows of these planes with positive or negative direction and equal signs 
of the current are opposite.  

○ The system with fully occupied μ = 0 cubes has two oscillation states, which 
differ in the direction of current, with the same sign of the current and gen-
erate opposite signs of action for each state in each cube.  

 

 
Figure 8. Spatial representation of two different four-blocks in basic structure in two oscillation 
states. 
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○ If both states are superimposed with their adjacent surfaces (e.g., the creator 
plane with the annihilator plane, as the two adjacent planes), then positive 
sources are also superimposed with positive sources and negative sources 
with negative sources of the cube. This means that, on the one hand, the cur-
rents of different states overlap constructively and that the signs of the action 
“at the corners” of the cubes are preserved. On the other hand, the currents 
in both states have different directions of circulation, but the same signs, and 
cancel each other out.  

○ If the creator and annihilator lie on top of each other, the current-carrying 
vertical correlations point in the opposite direction in each state.  

○ The system of action generators consists of unit-cubes with four commuta-
tors; O and X oscillators are mounted opposite each other and have different 
signs of action. The two O-X-oscillators in each unit-cube have different 
properties, which will be discussed in the following sections. We will call 
these two O-X-oscillators as active- and as not active-O-X-oscillators.  

○ The basic structure can be considered as consisting of two into each other in-
troduced structures: a structure which has all O-X-commutator correlations 
placed at the same position at the unit-cubes, as the photons of Maxwell 
fields and gravitons and a structure which O-X-commutator correlations are 
placed to that at opposite direction. The first one we call the active-O-X-os- 
cillators, and the other not-active O-X-oscillators.  

○ Each four-block contains four unit-cubes and in each unit-cube four vertical 
correlations are present; two of them are directed up and two down. When 
the vertical correlations are directed up for the active O-X-oscillators in the 
static photons and gravitons, the vertical correlations of the not-active O-X- 
oscillators are directed down. In each four-block eight vertical correlations 
are directed up and eight are directed down. Each four-block is overlapped 
by four four-blocks related to the active O-X-oscillators and by four not-active 
four-blocks.  

In the following, we want to show that this system of charge- and mass-oscil- 
lators describes both the interaction with the positive and negative photons of 
the static Maxwell fields, with their wave and particle properties, as well as the 
gravitons with the mass oscillators. Because of this property, we want to call the 
structure shown in Figure 7, Figure 8 and Figure 10 the basic structure. This 
interaction also proves to be consistent with the interaction between scalar os-
cillators and the photons of static Maxwell fields already described in [13].  

4.2. Further Structures of μ = 0 Oscillator Systems 

In addition to the basic structure in Figure 7, further systems of μ = 0 oscillators 
can be formed, whose sum of the action is extinguished. One of these structures 
is shown in Figure 9. The structure is generated by O and X oscillators of the 
deactivated virtual vacuum. This structure also forms four-blocks; the currents 
in the vertical planes are extinguished. However, there are continuous currents  
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Figure 9. Spatial representation of currents in a correlation structure, constructed with 
four-blocks, generated by two O-X-oscillators with deactivated virtual action. 

 
of the same sign that run through the entire structure, similar to the structure in 
Figure 7 (but of orthogonal direction in comparison to Figure 7). 

Another interesting structures are obtained from structure in Figure 7, if we 
remove from these structures either the O-X-active part or of the O-X-not active 
part, so that the structures obtain the properties of static photons, but consisting 
only of a number of μ = 0 oscillators. These structures have a movement proper-
ty, because only one pair of vertical correlations in one direction is active. We 
will call these structures up- and down structures. The structures oscillate in two 
states between the sign of currents, that is also the sign of action. The oscillation 
will be similar as that between A and B or C and D of Figure 8. While they con-
tain only virtual action and they fulfill the conditions of the Hamilton principle, 
their surface is active, similar as the basic structure. These structures are able to 
interact with the basic structure. 

4.3. Extension of the Basic Structure 

Gravitons and the photons of the deactivated vacuum have the same structure 
and can be considered to be overlapped forming the structure of the Maxwell 
vacuum. Similar the basic structure of Figure 7 and the structure of Figure 9 
formed by the oscillators of the deactivated virtual action can superimpose, 
forming a common structure of high symmetry. The structure in Figure 10 re-
sulting from the superposition of the basic structure (Figure 7) with the struc-
ture formed from the deactivated currents (Figure 9) differs from the basic 
structure in that all twelve correlations are activated in the cubes, while in the 
basic structure only eight correlations are activated and four are deactivated by 
superposition of positive and negative currents.  

In order to distinguish the currents between different creator- and annihila-
tor-pairs, we choose in Figure 10 stark and weakly continuous and discontinuous 
lines and arrows and have removed additional currents for a better visualization  
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Figure 10. Spatial representation of the formation of a symmetric structure by overlap of 
the basic structure, Figure 7, with the structure obtained from deactivated virtual unit 
cubes, Figure 9. For each four block only one of the two currents is depicted. 
 
of the four-block currents. Each four-block consists of two sets of positive and 
negative currents generated by a positive/negative pair of the components of the 
vector potential +A0/−A0. As a result, all cubes are uniformly activated by six 
positive and six negative currents. Each cube thus contains a positive current in 
both vertical opposite directions and negative currents in both vertical opposite 
directions. The current between creator and annihilator plane becomes visible 
from the direction of the correlations. Each cube consists of a superposition of 
currents from all four adjacent four-blocks. Based on the Hamilton principle, 
these structures have uniform currents; they form an entangled system [17]. 
Figure 10 can be divided into four four-blocks, which are superimposed be-
tween each other. Two of the four-blocks are formed with positive currents 
connecting the four unity cubes and two of them are formed with negative cur-
rents. A four-block with positive currents and a four block with negative cur-
rents are formed by active O-X-pairs and a positive and a negative four-block are 
formed by the not-active O-X-pairs. This is demonstrated in Figure 11, which 
shows how a unit cube is connected with four four-blocks, two active and two 
not active.  

In the center in Figure 11 a unit cube is considered. The currents of the two 
O-X-pairs are generating the currents for the neighbor four-blocks. Two four- 
blocks a positive and a negative four-block—marked by thick lines—form ver-
tical correlations at the corners directed down and two four-blocks one positive 
and one negative—marked by thin lines—form vertical correlations which are 
directed up. For photons and gravitons, interacting with the basic structure, the 
vertical correlations directed down are generating the active O-X-pairs directed 
up and the vertical correlations directed down then are forming the not active 
O-X-pairs. The photons of static Maxwell fields are in both states connected to 
the basic structure with their vertical correlations in opposite direction to the  
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Figure 11. Each unit cube in the basic structure is with its commutator correlations con-
nected with a positive and a negative four block, which vertical correlations are directed 
from the creator plane to the annihilator plane in down direction, and with a negative 
and a positive four-block which vertical correlations are directed up. In this spatial repre-
sentation the four blocks directed down are marked by stark lines and the four blocks 
with vertical correlations directed up are marked by weakly lines. In the following oscilla-
tion state all currents change the direction, while the current signs remain the same. 
 
vertical correlations of the basic structure. This distinguishes the active part from 
the not active part of basic structure. As will be discussed the two four-blocks 
with active O-X-pairs are connected with the static photons of positive and neg-
ative charge and with gravitons, while the two four-blocks with not-active 
O-X-pairs forms the memories of charges and of the mass.  

5. Interaction of Static Photons and Gravitons with the Basic  
Structure 

In previous sections it was demonstrated that the currents in oscillators of the 
photons of static Maxwell fields are forming four-blocks with different proper-
ties. A structure for the oscillators of the charges and masses is proposed, which 
also can be characterized by four-blocks. In the following section it is discussed, 
how the four-blocks of the static photons and the four-blocks of gravitons are 
interacting with the four-blocks of the basic structure.  

The basic principle of the interaction between the structures of static photons 
and the basic structure is the transmission of information under the conditions 
of Hamilton’s principle. Information is transferred from the basic structure to 
the static photons, which minimizes the action on the surface of the basic struc-
ture. Information is transferred from the static photons to the basic structure 
when information is absorbed as a result of the interaction in the photon cloud. 
These deltas of information (four-blocks) are transferred to the basic structure in 
such a way that the action is minimized after taking a rest frame.  
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The exchange of information in both directions takes place under the follow-
ing conditions: 1) The surface of the basic structure is always activated by cur-
rents of action as follows: In Ω1 the currents in A are positive, in B negative, in 
Ω2 the currents in C are positive and in D are negative. The interaction always 
takes place simultaneously in A and B, or in C and D. 2) The currents of the 
plane facing the surface of the basic structure are a) positive and negative in the 
case of static photons with wave properties, b) in the case of particle properties 
in the exchange state, the currents are extinguished, and c) in the particle state, 
they are positive and negative. d) In the case of gravitons, the currents are ex-
tinguished. 3) If the currents in the lower plane of the photons are deleted, then 
information is transferred from the basic structure to the photons. The trans-
mitted information has different effects in the upper level: if the upper level is 
different from zero, then the information becomes effective in a vacuum with its 
sign, if it is equal to zero, then it is ineffective.  

This leads to the following statements:   
○ In the case of gravitons within the structure before an interaction, all currents 

are extinguished. Either virtual action is transferred to the structure, or the 
transmitted action is erased by superimposing the currents of the basic 
structure and gravitons.  

○ In the case of wave properties, both positive and negative currents are trans-
ferred from the basic structure to the static photons, one of which is deleted. 
The deletion then takes place differently in A and B, or in C and D.  

○ In the case of particle properties in the exchange state, all currents are de-
leted, so information is transferred to the static photons, but this is deleted by 
superposition of commutator and spin correlations.  

○ In the particle properties in the particle state, the currents in the lower plane 
are both positive and negative. As a result, one of the currents is deleted, and 
information is transferred to the others. The transmitted information forms 
the real action and the electric fields in the photon cloud.  

The statements compiled here are discussed in detail below5. 

5.1. Assumptions to Describe the Interaction between Static  
Photons and the Charge- and Mass-Oscillators 

To describe the interaction between the photons of static Maxwell fields or the 
gravitons with the charge oscillators or with the mass oscillators (i.e., the basic 
structure Figure 7), we make the following assumptions:   
○ The interaction takes place by superimposing the lower plane of the photons 

and the upper plane of the charge or mass oscillators whenever the currents 
in the superimposed planes are parallel and equally directed. Due to the 
structure of the photons and charge oscillators, positive and negative cur-
rents are always superimposed, which corresponds to the conditions of the 
Hamilton principle.  

 

 

5The presented model of the interaction between static photons or gravitons and the basic structure 
should only be an approximation of the continuous transition that probably actually takes place. 
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○ The overlapping currents are added if they have the same signs and sub-
tracted if their currents have different signs. We assume that in the rest frame 
the currents have equal amounts.  

○ In the photons of the static Maxwell fields, creators or annihilators with dif-
ferent signs overlap in some places. These points are the output of currents 
with different signs, which annihilate each other in a rest frame.  

○ The interaction always takes place between the central four-block of the 
Maxwell photons and the four-blocks of the basic structure A and B or C and 
D.  

The interaction of the static photons with the charge oscillators takes place 
according to the same principle as in the propagation of the wave in vacuum, in 
that on the basis of the Hamilton principle a forming state of the photon in the 
vacuum simultaneously forms the correlation structure of the following state 
and in the following oscillation state the currents flow into the newly formed 
state [5] [17]. According to this model of the propagation of a photon wave in 
vacuum, the formation of the state of the static photon, following the surface of 
the charge oscillator, takes place by coinciding its creator plane with the annihi-
lator plane of the charge oscillator. The link between the lower plane of the static 
photon and the upper plane of the charge oscillator is based on minimizing the 
action and thus describes the interaction between both types of oscillators.  

However, compared to the mechanism of propagation of a wave in a vacuum, 
there is a special feature: The charge oscillator consists of only μ = 0-unit-cubes, 
which are linked to each other, like the Maxwell photons, by forming four-blocks. 
The static photons, on the other hand, have a central four-block in which the 
four μ = 0, 1, 2, 3 unit-cubes are housed and another four four-blocks that are 
formed by the Ei- and Bi-fields. From the point of view of the PIT (see discus-
sion), the static photons are formed by an interaction of the units of action in the 
form of cubes or four-blocks with a contribution of space-time. By interaction of 
the static photons with the surface of the charge oscillators, they form stable 
elementary particles, because they then satisfy the Hamilton principle. We 
therefore assume that the interaction of the static photons with the charge oscil-
lators takes place only via the central four-block of the photons. This issue will 
be examined below on the basis of the proposed structure of charge oscillators, 
Figure 7. 

The information in the form of a four-dimensional delta of the action formed 
during the interaction in the photon cloud must be transferred into the structure 
of the charge- and mass-oscillators. The absorption of the information in the 
charge oscillator is carried out on the basis of the conditions of the Hamilton 
principle by forming an equilibrium of the action between the content in ab-
sorption and in the photon cloud. We always assume that after the informa-
tion from the photon cloud is introduced into the charge oscillators, an equili-
brium finally arises, which consists in the fact that the same information (the 
μ-components of the four-dimensional delta) is contained in the photon cloud 
and in the charge oscillators. The information initially absorbed in the photon 
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cloud is introduced into the charge oscillators on the basis of the Hamilton prin-
ciple [13]. 

5.2. Interaction between the Static Photons with Wave Properties  
and the Charge Oscillators 

We assume that the lower planes of the static photons with wave properties, 
Figure 2, are applied to the upper plane of the charge oscillators in such a way 
that the currents in both planes have the same direction. Then there is the inte-
raction between the upper planes of state Ω1 of the charge oscillators, Figure 8, 
with the lower planes of photons, namely W1β and W2α in (A) and (B) and the 
interaction of the states of photons W1α and W2β in (C) and (D). The assign-
ment of W1α and W2β in (A) and (B) as well as W1α and W2β in (C) and (D) is 
based on the criterion that the action is minimized in the photons of the photon 
cloud. The interaction between the static photons with wave properties is dif-
ferent for the two parts A and B in Ω1 and for C and D in Ω2. The results are 
summarized in Table 3. 

Table 1 describes the activation of static photons with wave properties with-
out considering the interaction of the photons with the basic structure. The two 
photons W1β and W2α as well as the two photons W1α and W2β have parallel and 
the same direction of currents. Table 3 shows the result of interaction of these 
photons with the basic structure. The single photons now interact with both 
structures A and B and in the following oscillation state with C and D of the ba-
sic structure. If we want to compare both results we must add the results of the 
two interactions A and B in state Ω1 and similar for the following state Ω2 in C 
and D. Adding the results of Table 3 for example for the photon W1β the same 
results are obtained for the O and X oscillators in μ = 0 and for the O-oscillator 
in μ = 3 as in Table 1. An disagreement results for the X-oscillator in μ = 3. In 
the photons without an interaction with the basic structure the currents in the  
 
Table 3. Sign of action in μ-cubes and in four-blocks for wave properties of static photons 
after interaction with the basic structure. (“+” positive action, “−” negative action, “0” ac-
tion deleted, “±” and “  ” positive and negative currents).  

 O X O X O X four-block 

 μ = 0 μ = 0 μ = 3 μ = 3 μ = 1, 2 μ = 1, 2 μ = 0 μ = 3 μ = 1, 2 

W1β-A + 0 0 0 0 0   + 0 

W1β-B 0 + + − 0 0   + 0 

W2α-A 0 − 0 0 0 0 ± + 0 

W2α-B − 0 + − 0 0 ± + 0 

W1α-C 0 + + − 0 0 ± − 0 

W1α-D + 0 0 0 0 0 ± − 0 

W2β-C − 0 + − 0 0   − 0 

W2β-D 0 − 0 0 0 0   − 0 
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X-μ = 3 oscillator are deleted. But overlapping this correlation with the currents 
of the basic structure the oscillator will be activated. The same comparison can 
be performed with the other photons W2α, W1α and W2β, which shows that 
there is an agreement between the activation in the static photons with wave 
properties with and without an interaction with the basic structure, when the 
transfer of currents in the X-μ = 3 oscillator of the photon by the basic structure 
is applied. 

Conclusions: In wave properties the basic structure supplies the static photons 
with action. Under formation of three dimensional structures of the static pho-
tons, action is minimized in wave properties. From the interaction of the longi-
tudinal parts of the photons with the unit-cubes of the basic structure, equal 
amounts of positive and negative action are always transferred to the two pho-
tons O and X in the rest frame.  
→ The state W1α & W2β is formed by the state Ω2, and W1β & W2α by the state 

Ω1 of the basic structure. The superposition of the states W1α & W2β and 
W1β & W2α describes the interference of the matter waves.  

→ The charge oscillators oscillate together with the static photons of the photon 
cloud.  

→ The wave properties of matter waves are a consequence of Hamilton’s prin-
ciple; by forming the photons with wave properties, the action in the photons 
is minimized.  

This assignment between static photons and the basic structure is unique with 
regard to the minimization of the action: The state Ω1 of the basic structure in-
teract with the photons W1β & W2α and in state Ω2 with the photons W1α & 
W2β. The two photons in W1β & W2α of Ω1 as well as the two photons in W1α & 
W2β of Ω2 each have opposite signs of action in the longitudinal oscillators and 
cancel each other out. The assignment of static photons with wave properties 
used here is unambiguous, because the interaction between static photons and 
charge oscillators is based on rectified currents and because only the selected as-
signment of the states of the photons to the two four-blocks causes a minimiza-
tion of the action. By interaction of the charge oscillators with the static Maxwell 
photons, the action of the object, consisting of charge oscillators and of static pho-
tons with wave properties, is erased between commutator- and spin-correlations 
in the static photons within the conditions of the Hamilton principle.  

If a charge oscillator defined only on the correlation space is introduced into 
space-time, then the conditions of the Hamilton principle cause the formation of 
static photons with wave properties. 

5.3. Interaction between the Static Photons with Particle  
Properties and the Charge Oscillators 

The evaluation of currents for the interaction of static photons with particle 
properties, Figure 3, with the basic structure Figure 7 or Figure 8 is summa-
rized in Table 4. Table 4 leads to the following statements: 
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Table 4. Results of interaction of the static photons with particle properties with the basic 
structure. (“+” positive action, “−” negative action, “0” action deleted). 

Exchange state: 
Particle; state Z1 

 
Anti-Particle; state Z2 

 μ = 0 μ = 0 μ = 3 μ = 3  μ = 0 μ = 0 μ = 3 μ = 3 

 O X O X  O X O X 

C 0 + + 0 C − 0 0 − 

D + 0 0 + D 0 − − 0 

Particle state: 
Particle; state Z2 

 
Anti-Particle; state Z1 

 μ = 0 μ = 0 μ = 3 μ = 3  μ = 0 μ = 0 μ = 3 μ = 3 

 O X O X  O X O X 

A 0 − 0 + A 0 + 0 − 

B − 0 + 0 B + 0 − 0 

 
Exchange state: The exchange state of the static photons with particle proper-

ties is, as discussed in Section 3.2, completely erased by superposition between 
the commutator correlations and the spin correlations.   
○ The exchange state of the particle Z1 can interact with the structure C or D of 

the charge oscillators; in both cases, rectified currents that connect the cubes 
in the four-block overlap; the currents are deleted and are superimposed with 
different signs in C and D.  

○ The exchange state of the anti-particle Z2 can interact with both the structure 
C or D of the charge oscillators; in both cases, rectified currents that connect 
the cubes in the four-block overlap; the currents are deleted and are supe-
rimposed with different signs in C and D.  

Particle state: In the particle state, particles and anti-particles each have dif-
ferent signs of action in the longitudinal oscillators and among each other. Due 
to the orientation of the currents, they are always in interaction with both charge 
oscillators, Figure 8, in their state Ω1, i.e., with A and B.   
○ In the static photon of the particle, the particle state Z2 in the μ = 0 oscillator 

in both oscillators O and X is negative and the μ = 3 oscillator is positive in 
both oscillators O and X. The interaction takes place with the four-blocks A 
and B. The four-blocks A and B and the associated exchange states C and 
D together with the static photon of the particle in state Z2 are thus re-
sponsible for the positive charge of the particle.  

○ In the static photon of the anti-particle, the particle state Z1 in the μ = 0 os-
cillator in both oscillators O and X is positive and the μ = 3 oscillator is nega-
tive in both oscillators O and X. The interaction takes place with the four-blocks 
A and B. The four-blocks A and B and the corresponding exchange states 
C and D together with the static photon of the anti-particle in state Z1 
are thus responsible for the negative charge of the anti-particle.  
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○ The activation of the longitudinal oscillators and their adjacent peripheral 
four-blocks determine the properties of the electric fields [10].  

In particle state from basic structure negative information of action in μ = 3 
and positive in μ = 0 oscillator is submitted to the oscillators in the photon cloud 
of the anti-particle and positive information of action in the μ = 3 and negative 
in μ = 0 of the particle.  

For the interpretation of interaction between the static photons and the basic 
structure in particle properties again the superposition of the two photons from 
the parts A and B as well as from C and D must be considered. The exchange 
state after an interaction with the basic structure show that in particle and in an-
ti-particle the same sign of action is supplied to the static photons—for particle 
positive and for anti-particle negative—as is contained in the photons without 
interaction with the basic structure. The currents from the basic structure are all 
deleted in the exchange state of the static photons by the currents of the spin 
correlations. In particle state of particle properties a similar problem arise, now 
with the O-μ = 3 oscillator, as in wave properties with the X-μ = 3 oscillator: in 
the static photons one of the currents forming action is deleted, but by overlap-
ping the currents of the basic structure the currents are activated in the static 
photon.  

Conclusions: 
From the comparison of the activation of the static photons with and without 

an interaction with the basic structure follows that the static photons are sup-
plied with action from the basic structure. This occurs under conditions of the 
principle of Hamilton. The different signs of charges of particle and anti-particle 
are a consequence of the different oscillation states in which particle and an-
ti-particle interact with the basic structure. The different signs of the action in 
both longitudinal oscillators with particle properties are comparable to the dif-
ferent signs of the action in both oscillatory states of the photons of light and 
correspond to a reduction of the action. 

5.4. Interaction between Gravitons and Mass Oscillators 

The gravitons were obtained by activating the O and X oscillators in all four 
μ-commutators in the cubes and selecting the signs of the action for O and X 
differently. After changing the state, the signs are inverted. This results in two 
gravitons with the following states, Figure 5: 

G1α: μ = 0 O(+)-X(−), μ = 3 O(−)-X(+), μ = 1, 2 O(−)-X(+), 
G2α: μ = 0 O(−)-X(+). μ = 3 O(+)-X(−), μ = 1, 2 O(+)-X(−),  
G1β: μ = 0 O(−)-X(+), μ = 3 O(+)-X(−), μ = 1, 2 O(+)-X(−),  
G2β: μ = 0 O(+)-X(−). μ = 3 O(−)-X(+), μ = 1, 2 O(−)-X(+), 
The action in gravitons is completely deleted by the currents between com-

mutator and spin correlations. Under interaction of gravitons with the basic 
structure the signs of action which are introduced into gravitons after interac-
tion with the basic structure are shown in Table 5.  
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Table 5. Submission of information from the basic structure to the structure of gravitons. 
(“+” positive action, “−” negative action, “0” action deleted).  

 μ = 0 μ = 0 μ = 3 μ = 3  μ = 0 μ = 0 μ = 3 μ = 3 

G1β O X O X G1α O X O X 

G1-A 0 0 0 0 G1-C 0 0 0 0 

G1-B − + + − G1-D + − − + 

 μ = 0 μ = 0 μ = 3 μ = 3  μ = 0 μ = 0 μ = 3 μ = 3 

G2α O X O X G2β O X O X 

G2-A + − − + G2-C − + + − 

G2-B 0 0 0 0 G2-D 0 0 0 0 

 
Similar as for the static photons the gravitons superimpose with the same cir-

culation directions of the currents in A and B and in C and D. After superposi-
tion of the contributions A and B, as well as C and D the following gravitons are 
formed: G1β & G2α interacting with A and B of basic structure and G1α & G2β 
interacting with C and D. This results in: 

Ω1: G1β & G2α  
interacting with A forming the signs: +−−+  
interacting with B forming the signs: −++−  
similar for Ω2: G1α & G2β  
interacting with C forming the signs: −++−  
interacting with D forming the signs: +−−+  
The signs are signs of the gravitons generated by the basic structure in longi-

tudinal oscillators. In both states Ω1 and Ω2 interaction between the basic 
structure and the gravitons occurs. In each state the action is annihilated be-
tween O and X and between μ = 0 and μ = 3. There is no information submitted 
from the basic structure to the gravitons when the interaction occurs for G1β-A, 
G2α-B, G1α-C and G2β-D. In this case the overlapping sources of action have dif-
ferent signs and cancel each other. In the photon cloud active are only:  

In Ω1: G1β-B, G2α-A and in Ω2: G1α-D and G2β-C. 
The interaction of the gravitons with the basic structure occurs with the active 

O-X-oscillators of basic structure. For the four interacting gravitons that results 
in Ω1 for G1β-B interacts with positive currents in basic structure and G2α-A 
with the negative currents. In Ω2 the G1α-D interacts with positive currents and 
G2β-C with negative currents of the basic structure. In both states of the basic 
structure the gravitons interact with the positive and negative currents. As fol-
lows from Figure 10 there are always two four-blocks for positive and for two 
negative currents. Two of them—a positive and a negative—are active and are 
interacting with the gravitons and two of them—a positive and a negative—are 
not-active and are forming the mass of the basic structure. 

5.5. Comparison of the Properties of Static Photons and Gravitons  
after Interaction with the Basic Structure 

The analysis of the correlation structures of the photons with wave properties 
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after interaction with the basic structure yields the following statements: the two 
photons W1β & W2α and W1α & W2β are each deleted in μ = 0, separately for O 
and X and in μ = 3 the oscillators O and X are deleted with different signs. W1β 
& W2α and W1α & W2β differ from each other in the sign in the μ = 3 four-block. 
It follows that, on the one hand, the formation of the two photons W1β & W2α 
and W1α & W2β satisfies the Hamiltonian principle and, on the other hand, that 
they interfere via the four-block μ = 3. For the individual photons, the longitu-
dinal oscillators correspond to the photons of light; they describe the progress in 
space-time. The difference between photons of light and the matter wave is that 
the matter wave, in addition to the photons, drags the basic structure behind it 
and therefore cannot reach the speed of light. This has been already discussed in 
[6].  

In the case of wave properties, the cubes of the static photons are supplied by 
the information of the cubes of the basic structure; the information transmitted 
by the basic structure is found in the static photons with wave properties. In the 
case of the particle properties in the exchange state, the currents cancel out in 
the static photons between the commutator and spin correlations, but positive 
action is transferred from the basic structure to the exchange state of the particle 
in all four longitudinal oscillators and negative action is transmitted to the an-
ti-particle. The transmitted action does not appear in the exchange state, as in 
the wave properties, because in the exchange state in the lower plane of the static 
photons, which lies on the upper plane of the basic structure, the currents be-
tween the commutator and spin correlations are erased. The positive action on 
the particle and the negative action on the anti-particle is transferred by the cur-
rents to the lower “empty” plane of the photons and erased by the superposition 
between the commutator and spin correlations in the upper plane. In the case of 
wave properties, on the other hand, the currents of the longitudinal four-blocks 
are not extinguished and the information can be transferred from the basic 
structure to the static photons. The transverse oscillators are erased in the wave 
properties in both planes, so that the information transferred from the basic 
structure to it is deleted. The information transmitted by interaction to the 
transverse oscillators is deleted within the transverse four-blocks. Therefore, in-
formation transmitted to the transverse oscillators and to four-blocks causes a 
change in the direction of movement only during the interaction.  

In the case of particle properties in the particle state, the transverse oscillators 
and the associated four-blocks are deactivated, so they behave analogously to the 
transverse oscillators in wave properties. The longitudinal ones, on the other 
hand, are activated, namely in μ = 0 negative in the particle and positive in μ = 3 
and in the anti-particle in μ = 0 positive and in μ = 3 negative. This information 
is transferred into the photon from the basic structure via the activated longitu-
dinal oscillators and the associated four-blocks and appears in the photon cloud. 

As discussed in part 3.5, in the correlation structures of gravitons, all currents 
between the commutator and spin correlations are deleted. Due to the interac-
tion with the basic structure, in one graviton action remains erased and the other 
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contains virtual action in the longitudinal oscillators, in that one of the oscilla-
tors O or X is positive and the other X or O is negative. The sign also changes 
between the two longitudinal oscillators. One can either look at the individual 
gravitons in superposition, as was done with static photons, or individually. In 
superposition, the signs (−++−) result in the longitudinal oscillators for G1β in A 
and B as a virtually activated graviton. For the pair G2α in A and B, the activated 
graviton is in the form (+−−+), for G1α in C and D the sign combination 
(+−−+), and for G2β the combination (−++−) follows in C and D. The superpo-
sition of the gravitons in states Ω1 or Ω2 leads to the cancellation of all real cur-
rents. If we look at the gravitons individually, then they contain one with acti-
vated virtual action and one in which all currents are extinguished in each state. 
In analogy to the static photons with particle properties, we can consider the 
gravitons with virtual action as particle states and those with the extinguished 
currents as exchange states. In this case, both states—the exchange state with ex-
tinguished currents and the particle state with activated virtual action—are 
formed simultaneously in each oscillation state, similar as in the case of magnet-
ic photons [4].  

In summary, the formation of static photons and gravitons occurs by transfer-
ring the information of the basic structure to the correlation structure of pho-
tons under the conditions of the Hamiltonian principle. Under conditions of the 
Hamilton principle the information generated in the photon cloud by an inte-
raction is transferred in exchange state from the static photons to the basic 
structure. If one considers only the wave properties of the static photons, then 
they arise due to the interaction of the surface of the basic structure under the 
conditions of the Hamiltonian principle with the Maxwell vacuum. The particle 
properties are then caused by perturbation as a result of an in-elastic interaction. 
In the case of gravitons, a distinction must be made between their formation 
from the basic structure and their presence in the Maxwell vacuum. 

5.6. Interaction of Maxwell Photons with Maxwell Vacuum 

The interaction of the Maxwell photons of light and the photons of the static 
Maxwell fields with the Maxwell vacuum, consisting of deactivated vacuum and 
gravitons, has already been investigated elsewhere using μ = 0 unit-cubes [5] 
[17]. In this report, this interaction is briefly supplemented by one that takes 
place between the central four-blocks. All we need to do, is to consider the su-
perposition of the currents of Maxwell photons, e.g., the light from Figure 6 and 
the vacuum from Figure 4. Figure 12 shows the structure of the elliptically po-
larized photon embedded in the structure V1β of the vacuum. In this case, the 
direction of motion of both photons is directed in opposite directions. The su-
perposition of the photons leads to entanglement with the formation of common 
currents. Figure 12 shows how the photon of light fits into the structure of the 
static vacuum.  

These considerations should show that the deactivated virtual vacuum together 
with the gravitons not only superimposes the Maxwell photons, but is also the  
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Figure 12. Spatial representation of currents in a photon of light (Figure 6) embedded in 
the structure of the vacuum (Figure 4). 
 
basis of superposition, induction and entanglement. It thus explains entangle-
ment and light propagation [17].  

6. Summary and Discussion 

The photons of Maxwell’s static fields, the photons of light, the magnetic pho-
tons, the photons of vacuum, and the proposed basic structure for charge and 
mass oscillators are formed from four-blocks units consisting of four unit-cubes 
and overlapping into one or two unit-cubes. The unit-cubes in the four-blocks 
are linked together by two currents. The formation of the four-blocks basically 
follows from the structure of the unit-cubes forming the action, whose currents 
between creator and annihilator are formed by correlations of the derivatives of 
the vector components, which always have the same three perpendicular direc-
tions. Five of the four-blocks form the static photons and gravitons, four the 
photons of light and a large number the basic structure of the oscillators of mat-
ter and charges. The four-blocks are contained in all elements of nature and are 
exchanged as information in an interaction. There are always the four-blocks 
that interact and whose contents are exchanged between interaction partners 
and stored in interaction partners. 

In wave properties interference occurs between the states W1β & W2α and 
W1α & W2β. The wave propagation in vacuum occurs by induction [12]. Static 
photons with particle properties arise from the static photons with wave proper-
ties as a result of an interaction with exchange of real action. Static photons exist 
in two forms: as such for particles and as such for anti-particles. There are two 
gravitons O(+)-X(−) and O(−)-X(+), which oscillate with changes in correlation 
directions and thus with changes in sign of action. The action in gravitons is ac-
tivated virtually; in a single interaction the gravitons are information carriers of 
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the real action, and in a gradient of gravitation the information is virtual [5]. 
Photons of light are formed from four superimposed four-blocks, they have only 
currents from commutator correlations and have no spin correlation currents. 
In the photons of light, only the longitudinal oscillators are activated, the trans-
verse oscillators are formed by deactivated currents, as in the deactivated va-
cuum. The Maxwell vacuum consists of the superposition of the gravitons with 
the deactivated virtual Maxwell vacuum. In the deactivated virtual vacuum, all 
four commutators in the O and X photons are erased by currents with different 
signs and the same direction of circulation. The deactivated virtual vacuum is 
the carrier of information by superimposing all fields of elementary objects. 

Since the four μ-unit-cubes of the deactivated virtual vacuum form carriers of 
deactivated virtual action, in a rest frame they are simultaneously separated from 
each other and therefore independent of each other. In static photons and in 
gravitons the independence of the four coordinates follows from the overlap of 
commutator- and spin-correlation currents with opposite signs between the un-
ity cubes in the central four-block.  

The structure of charge and mass oscillators is postulated under the assump-
tion that they simulate the field-field correlations given in the scalar oscillators, 
which describe the mass and charge, in interaction with the static photons and 
gravitons [6]. We call it the basic structure because it interacts equally in the 
static photons for both signs of the charges and in their particles and wave prop-
erties, as well as with gravitons. In addition, the basic structure describes the 
mass of objects by the not active O-X-oscillators. The basic structure consists of 
a combination of μ = 0 unit-cubes, which are fully occupied by four commuta-
tors and which are linked to each other by correlations. The unit-cubes in the 
basic structure form two types of four-blocks, whose four unit-cubes are con-
nected to each other by positive or negative currents and which oscillate in two 
states. The two types of four-blocks are connected to each other in the basic 
structure by overlapping with two unit-cubes. Within the unit cubes, the active 
O-X oscillators and the non-active O-X oscillators are distinguished; O- and 
X-oscillators each have the same amount and different signs of action. 

The interaction of static photons and gravitons with the basic structure occurs 
by superimposing the lower plane of the correlation structure of the static pho-
tons with the upper plane of the basic structure. The superposition occurs under 
conditions of the Hamilton principle when parallel currents in the overlapping 
planes have the same direction. This interaction leads in the rest frame to an 
equilibrium of the action in absorption in the basic structure and in the photon 
cloud.  

In gravitons, in wave properties and in particle state of particle properties of 
the static photons, the information is transferred from the basic structure to the 
static photons, giving them the properties discussed. In the exchange state, in-
formation is transported from the static photons to the basic structure after an 
interaction in the photon cloud. In [6] it was shown that a μ = 0 oscillator 
formed from two O-X photons can simulate the behavior of masses in the 
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non-relativistic and relativistic ranges. Transferred to the basic structure, we as-
sume that in each of the unit cubes with two O-X oscillators there is an O-X pair 
that interacts with the static photons and another O-X pair that contains a fixed, 
unchangeable portion of the action which represents the action of the mass or 
the charge. 

The proposed model for the basic structure of masses and charges and their 
interaction with gravitons is consistent with the idea of General Relativity, ac-
cording to which gravity is caused by a curvature of space; the curvature of space 
is caused by the masses present in space. In the PIT model, the strength of grav-
ity depends on the density of the activated virtual action in gravitons and this 
also determines the curvature of space-time.  

The basic structure consists of unit-cubes containing two O-X pairs with vir-
tual action. These two O-X-pairs oscillate against each other because the active 
O-X pair has an opposite direction of propagation to the non-active O-X pair. 
The Maxwell photons, i.e., the light and photons of the static fields and the 
Maxwell vacuum, on the other hand, each have only one active O-X pair whose 
vertical correlations point in the direction of motion. The active O-X pair forms 
a three-dimensional structure with four-dimensional fields on the correlation 
space. The active O-X pair initiates the formation and propagation of photons 
and gravitons at the speed of light on space-time. Masses and charges are formed 
by the Maxwell photons and by the gravitons together with the oscillators of the 
basic structure, whose motion in space-time is determined by the content of the 
action in equilibrium with the action in the photon cloud. Change of movement 
occurs under change of action; the change of action is an event in space time 
[18]. 

Based on the Lagrangian formalism and the communication relations of 
quantum mechanics, there are two different ways to describe the elementary ob-
jects of nature: The traditional way today is to derive by means of the Lagrangian 
density the equations of motion for the spatial-temporal behavior of the wave 
function. Assuming that the Lagrange density itself represent the object, in the 
PIT we have chosen the other way by obtaining correlations from the fields of 
the Lagrangian density and from the commutators of the communication rela-
tions via the Fourier transform and linking them together under the condi-
tions of the Hamilton principle. The obtained representation of the elementary 
objects as correlation structures with oscillator properties correspond to the 
wave function of quantum mechanics and are characterized by the action gen-
erated by μ = 0 oscillators, which are derived from commutators of communi-
cation relations.  

If one analysis the behavior of the correlation structures of photons of the 
Maxwell fields, for electric-, magnetic-fields, light, gravitons and the Maxwell 
vacuum, then within the framework of this formalism all can be characterized by 
four-blocks, which consist of four unit-oscillators. In this report, we therefore 
propose a structure that describes the behavior of mass and charge oscillators 
consisting of μ = 0 oscillators. We can show that this basic structure also consists 
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of four-blocks, interact with photons of static Maxwell fields and with gravitons 
forming their properties and thus determine the properties of elementary ob-
jects. In the context of this presentation, it follows that the four-blocks are ele-
mentary building blocks of nature from which all elementary objects consist and 
are exchanged as information between them when interacting. The four-blocks 
may therefore also have been basic elements of the prenatal cosmos. 
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